Proxess
Sync™

ON-DEMAND

Mobile Programming App

GSM

Features

WiFi

The moment changes are made

On-demand changes to lockset operations

from any software client, a user

BLE

may hold the app to the locksets
to be updated.

and credential rights
Encode, delete and spot-check credentials in
the field

CARD PROGRAMMING

“Hack-proof” operation: No configuration is

Centralize your administration

performed on the phone

and encode cards in the field,
including at remote locations with

Intuitive, no-fault operation: Just click to

no connectivity. Spot-check and

execute changes from the remote software

verify credentials with their

programming

stored photos in the field.
WiFi and GSM\CDMA (mobile phone network)
connectivity to the software

CONNECTIVITY
Use your facility’s WiFi or the

Automatic transaction upload from the locks

phone’s mobile connection to

Unlimited apps per system and customer

synchronize with the AxessIQ™
software. Updates to the locksets

The Proxess Sync™ mobile phone app synchronizes

changed or requiring immediate notifications with our

changes from the AxessIQ™ software to the LoxIQ™

gateways. Proxess Sync™ is strictly a performance

locksets and it uploads the Audit Trails from the locksets to

app. It is secure and uncompromising. There is no

the software. You can also encode cards for users that have

programming performed from the app. All of the

been added in the software. The app can be issued to an

configuration changes are securely made on the PC

unlimited number of phones and users and connected with

software and the app user simply presses sync to

an unlimited number of doors.

have the changes executed.

many potential users as desired.

Proxess Sync™ is the simplest to use configuration app,

Beyond the low acquisition cost of a Proxess security

No training needed.

requiring just a click to synchronize with the software and a

system, the Proxess Sync app continues to save you

click to update all the locksets. No further training is needed.

time and money. The app allows either your closest

Changes typically include automatic unlock schedules,

untrained tech at the site to respond, or enlists the

performed from a secure client

classroom time zone and lockdown adjustments, general

end user to provide a response in the form of a simple

PC software preventing any

lockset configurations and cardholder blacklists.

presentation of the app to the affected doors. The

misuse if a phone is

As soon as any time-sensitive change is made in the

affirmation of the changes and uploaded events will

software, one or more app users may be notified to present

immediately appear in the remote system software.

communication between apps

their phone at the affected doors to perform the update

More than one app may be asked to respond to a

and locksets.

and\or retrieve the audit log...Convenient and simple.

door without fear of data conflicts. Further, the app

Re-think your access control strategy. Save money by just

may reside on inexpensive smart phones with no

installing locksets and updating them with the Proxess

mobile plan leveraging the customer’s WiFi network

Sync™ app. Then, connect only the doors frequently

for changes and uploads.

are transmitted from the phone
using BLE (Bluetooth Low
Energy).

SIMPLICITY
Proxess Sync™ automatically
synchronizes changes, and
encourages issuing the app to as

SECURITY
All programming changes are

compromised. Encrypted security
handshakes protect

REDUNDANCY
The Proxess Sync™ app may be
deployed to any number of
users, assuring a response to the
updates required.

Proxess Sync™ is an Android phone compatible app which may be downloaded from the Google Play™ store.
Optionally, a Proxess MPD-XX smart phone with loaded Proxess Sync™ app may be purchased.
At least one Proxess Sync™ app is required to program LoxIQ locksets in each system.
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